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Instruction manual

The FLM photo plates type QRP

are suitable for all common photo and film cameras, spotting scopes 
and other devices with a 1/4” connection thread. The QRP-70, QRP-
130 and QRP-160 also offer the possibility of a 3/8” screw connec-
tion, as is the case with full format or studio cameras. Therefore the 
above mentioned plate types are supplied with two screws. 

The unused screw is always removed. To remove the 1/4” screw, first 
unscrew the 3/8” screw from the panel. The 1/4” screw can then be 
removed. Now the 3/8” screw is screwed in again until it can be mo-
ved freely in the slot.

Accessories

The lateral drillings are provided with a thread. Further accessories 
such as the QRP-Stop or the QRP level can be attached here. You 
can find further information on our homepage under accessories: 
flm-gmbh.de/accessories or in the online shop at shop.flm-gmbh.
de/accessories

Lateral scale

he lateral scale (from QRP-40) is used to align the camera and is espe-
cially helpful for macro photography. If the image cannot be brought 
into focus by the focus of the lens, the plate in the base (e.g. type 
QRB) can be moved. The scale facilitates fine adjustment. The FLM-
QRB, SRB and PR-15 are provided with a zero point mark for this pur-
pose.

The lateral drillings are provided with a thread. Further accessories 
such as the QRP-Stop or the QRP level can be attached here.
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QRP screws

The slot of the screw(s) is milled extra wide so that a coin, e.g. 5 cents, 
can be used as drive. You almost always have some small change with 
you. A screwdriver is rather not part of the photographic equipment. 
In addition, a hexagon socket (Allen drive) is fitted in the middle of 
the screw. A standard hexagon socket spanner can be used here.
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